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ON WEYL'S THEOREM  AND ITS  CONVERSE

MATTHEW C.  Y.  LEE1

Abstract. In this paper we study Weyl's theorem and von

Neumann's converse of Weyl's theorem for the classes of all

operators of the form TjlTs and of the form TgT~¡x, where Tç and

Tt are Toeplitz operators such that Tt is invertible; and we can

prove that Weyl's theorem holds for T^T, and for TaT~y.

Let L(H) be the algebra of all bounded operators on an infinite-

dimensional complex Hilbert space H, and let K(H) he the closed ideal of

compact operators on H. We define the Weyl spectrum <o(A) to be

H o(A-i-K), where a(A) denotes the spectrum of A in L(H) and the inter-

section is taken over all K in K(H). We say that WeyVs theorem holds for A

if o (A)—co(A)=a00(A), where aM(A) denotes the set of all isolated eigen-

values of finite multiplicity of A. It is known that Weyl's theorem holds for

any seminormal operator [1] and for any Toeplitz operator [4]. In 1935

J. von Neumann proved the following striking converse of Weyl's classical

theorem [7, Satz II] : If A and B are selfadjoint operators in L(H) such that

o)(A)=o)(B), then there exists a unitary operator U in L(H) such that

UAU*—B is compact. Following S. K. Berberian [2] we say that A.

BeL(H) are essentially equivalent if there exists a unitary operator U in

L(H) such that LAV*—B is compact. It is known that if A and B are

normal operators such that to(A)=oj(B), then A and B are essentially

equivalent (see e.g. [9]).

Let L2 and Lx denote the Lebesgue spaces of square-integrable and

essentially bounded functions with respect to normalized Lebesgue

measure on the unit circle in the complex plane. Let H2 and Hx denote the

corresponding Hardy spaces. If tpeL", the Toeplitz operator induced by <p

is the operator Tv on H2 defined by T^f—Piqf); here P stands for the

orthogonal projection in L2 with range H2. In this paper we shall study

Weyl's theorem and its converse for the classes of all operators of the form

Tf1^ and of the form TgTJx, where/ geLx and Tf is invertible. In par-

ticular, we can prove the following results: (Theorem 1) a(TJxTA is con-

nected; (Theorem 3) Weyl's theorem holds for TJ^T,; and (Theorem 4) if
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f, gißH^ + C where C stands for the space of continuous complex-

valued functions on the unit circle, and if oj(r/~1r!,i)=cü(T^1r32)isaproper

subset of the unit circle, then Tfi1T„i and TjxTt are essentially equivalent.

Recall that an operator A is a Fredholm operator if it has a closed range

and both a finite-dimensional kernel and cokernel. The class F of Fred-

holm operators constitutes a multiplicative open semigroup in L(//). For

any AeF, the index i (A) is defined by the formula i(A)=dim[ker A]—

dim [coker A ], and it is known that / is a continuous integer-valued function

and is invariant under compact perturbations.

Schechter [8] has observed that for any operator A,

co(A) = {X\A-XI£F}U {X\A-XleF   and   i(A - XI) 9* 0}.

We need the following result of [4].

Lemma A. IffeLco, then Tf is invertible if and only if T, is Fredholm of
index zero.

Theorem 1.   o(TflTg) is connected.

Proof. If X$o(TflTg), TjxTg-XI is invertible and this implies that

Tg_Xf is invertible. Hence o(TJxTg) contains R(gjf), the essential range of

glf. We shall generalize a method in [11] to prove our theorem and hence

we only give an outline of the proof. It suffices to show that if Y is any

simple closed curve in the complex plane which is disjoint from oiTfxTg),

then oiTjxTg) lies entirely inside or entirely outside T. Since Tg_Xf

and T{g_Xf)-i are invertible for each XeY, the equations Tg_Xfh = l and

T(lI_xf)-ik=l have solutions h=hx and k=kx in H2 which can be shown

[11, p. 579] to satisfy two differential equations whose solutions are

(1) hx - hXo exp {¡/((elf) - PT1 dp^

and

(2) kA = kM expi- JV((g//) - je)'1 dÀ

respectively, where X0 is a fixed point of T. If one takes the path of inte-

gration to be the entire curve Y, then it can be shown [11, p. 580] from (1)

that Riglf) lies either entirely inside or entirely outside Y. In the latter

case, say, (1) and (2) show how to continue hx and kx analytically to the

inside of Y. Now there is an explicit formula which gives the solution of the

equation

(3) ÍTJX - U)q> = y
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in terms of hx and kk for X$a(TjlTA, in fact

(4) <p = <px « h,P(((g!f) - X)-*kxV)

ifye.H'*'. But then (4) shows us how to continue 9^=9 ;. analytically to the

inside of F, and this continuation will provide the unique solution of (3)

[11, pp. 581-582], Thus we have shown that a(TfxTg) lies entirely outside

T. This completes the proof of the theorem.

Since Tf Tg and TgTfx are similar, we have the following corollary.

Corollary 1.1.   a(TgTjx) is connected.

If/is in a spécial subclass of functions of Lx, we can have the following

theorem, in particular, we generalize some results in [6].

Theorem 2. Iff=uhk where h, JceiH")-1, ueH* + C such that Tu is
invertible, then o(TfxTg)=a(Tg/f)=r}(TgTfx).

Proof.   It suffices to prove a(TjxTg)=G(Tglf) only. Since

Tf Tg = (TuTh)   (Tg/McTu )(TuTh),

we have o(TjxTg)=o-(TglhkTZx).

By Schechter's characterization of Weyl spectrum and Lemma A, we

have a(T71Tç)=w(Tf1Tg) [6]. Since ueHn+C and Tu is invertible, we

have T~x=."fi¡u-rK, where K is a compact operator [10, Theorem 6] and

l/ueH^ + C [5]; and since Weyl's theorem holds for any Toeplitz operator

and o-(7'/)=ai(r/) [4]. we have

oiT7xTg) = a(TglhkT-x) = o>(TglhkT?)

= co(Te/f +K) = oj(Tg/f) = a(Tgl1).

The proof is complete.

Theorem 3.    Weyl's theorem holds for T7xTg.

Proof. If there were a /.eaw(TfxTg), this implies that {X}=a(Tf1Tg) by

Theorem l. Since R(glf)<^a(Tf1T9) and it is never empty, R(glf)={X}.
It follows thatg=P/a.e. and TfxTg=r.XI and X is an eigenvalue for TjxTg of

infinite multiplicity, which contradicts the fact Xeow(TjxTg). Therefore

ooo(TfxTg)=0.

On the other hand, by Schechter's characterization of Weyl spectrum

and Lemma A, we have a(TjxTg)=m(TjxTg). Therefore Weyl's theorem

holds for TjxTg. The proof is complete.

Corollary 3.1.    WeyVs theorem holds for TQTJX.

Corollary 3.2. Iff^uhk where h, £e(//°°)-\ ueH°° + C such that Tu

is invertible, then ||77"17*p+/f||_^!7*ï//|| for each compact operator K.
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Proof.    By Theorems 2 and 3, we have

a(Tglf) = o(TjxTg) = co(TjxTg).

Therefore,

IT,,,! = r(Tg/f) = r(TjxTg) < r(TjxTg + K) < \\TJ% + K\\

for each compact operator K, where r(A) denotes the spectral radius of A.

The proof is complete.

It is easily seen that TfxT0i and TjxTg are not essentially equivalent in

general, even if oj(TfxTgi)=aj(TfxTg2); in fact we can take/,=/2=l,

gl=z and g2=z.

Theorem 4. Iff, g^H^ + C such that Tf. is invertible for each /'= 1, 2
and if o)(TjxTg^ = o)(TjxTg^ isa proper subset of the unit circle, thenTjx TBi

and TjxTg are essentially equivalent. Similarly for Tg.Tfx, i—\, 2.

Proof. If/, geHœ + C and if Tf is invertible, then T^=T1/f+K and

ThTg=Thg+J, where K and / are compact operators [10]. It follows that

TjyTg^Tg.if.+Ki, /'= 1,2, where Kt are compact operators and oj(Tgí/f¡)=

^(Tg%if)=o(Tg¡if)=o}(TjxTg). Therefore, a(Tg.lf) is a proper subset of

the unit circle for each z'= 1, 2, and hence Tt „ "*Ui+J{, i= 1,2, where U¡

are unitary operators and J¡ are compact operators [10]. It follows that

OJ(Ux)=o)(U2)=o(Tg./ft). Hence there is a unitary operator U such that

UX-UU2U* is compact [2]. It is easy to check that TfxTgi-U(TfxTg¡)U*

is compact for this U. Hence TfxTg¡ and TfxTg¡¡ are essentially equivalent.

The proof is complete.

Corollary 4.1. //^e//00 + C, ;'= 1, 2, and ifco(Tgi)=co(TgJ is a proper

subset of the unit circle, then T9i and Tg^ are essentially equivalent.

Corollary 4.2. IffieH™ + C such that Tf. is invertible for each /= 1, 2

and œ(Tfx) = co(Tff) is a proper subset of the unit circle, then TJX and TJX

are essentially equivalent.

Theorem 5. If feHx + C for each i=l, 2, then Re w(TgTfx)=

Re co(Tg¡¡Tfx) for some ^¿eLœ, ;=1, 2, // and only if Re(7"g Tf1) and

Re(TgitTfx) are essentially equivalent, where Re(Tg_Tfx) denotes the real

part of TgTfJor each i=\, 2. Similarly for lmiTg.Tfx).

Proof. It suffices to prove the real part only. Since/e/r0 -f C for /'= 1,

2 we have

coiTgTjx) = coiTg¡/f¡) = oiTg¡/f¡).

It is known that Re o-(7"A)=cr(Re Th) for any Toeplitz operator [3].

Therefore, co(Re ^^(Re Ttt„t)if Rew(TgiTfx) = Reca(TgtT7x)and
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hence Re( Tg /f) and Ke(Tt /f ) are essentially equivalent by von Neumann's

theorem [2, Theorem 8.1 ]. Hence Re(TÇi Tfx) and Re( T„t Tfx) are essentially

equivalent by the relations TQ Tfx=Tg.,f +K¡, where Kt are compact

operators for z=l, 2.

Conversely, if Re(TgJfx) and Ke(Tg TJX) are essentially equivalent,

then (o(Re TsTjx)=co(Ke TgTjx). Therefore, we have

Re co(TgTjx) = Re co(Tg¡/fi) = Re a(Tg¡lt)

= o-(Re TSi/fi) = co(Re TgJ1) = eo(Re TgJfx),

and hence, Re to(Tg¡Tfx)=Re (o(T.Tj*). The proof is complete.

Corollary  5.1.    Re co(Tgi) = Re w(Tg¡) if and only if Re(Tgi) and

Re(F9 ) are essentially equivalent.
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